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CHATting It Up With Scorecards: A Genre Analysis of a Golf Scorecard

Ali Schrock

In this article, golf scorecards are explored using P-CHAT. 
P-CHAT is a process used to analyze how genres work as 
part of different literate activities. A golf scorecard is a 
genre that golfers use when they are on the golf course. I 
use the process of P-CHAT to break down the genre of a 
scorecard and the role it plays in the activity system of a 
round of golf.

Golf Scorecards: What Are Those?

Let me begin by giving you a scenario. Imagine that you are at your dream 
destination, where the grass is green and lush. The weather is just right out, 
and you are warmed up and are ready to enjoy a beautiful day on the golf  
course! Yes, you heard me right. The golf  course! Some of  you may not be 
NIUQTQIZ�_Q\P�\PQ[�XTIKM�IVL�\PI\�Q[�\W\ITTa�ÅVM��/WTN �Q[�VW\�IV�MI[a�OIUM�IVL�
will always provide you with a challenge, but it is a sport that a person can 
play for many years of  their life. After learning a little more about the game, 
aW]�UIa�[WWV�ÅVL�aW]Z[MTN �MIOMZ�\W�OQ^M�\PM�OIUM�I�NM_�OWWL�[_QVO[	�

)N\MZ�IZZQ^QVO�\W�\PM�ÅZ[\�\MM��aW]�IZM�OZMM\ML�Ja�\PM�[\IZ\MZ�_PW�PIVL[�
you your very own scorecard. The starter at a golf  course is someone who 
Q[�ZM[XWV[QJTM�NWZ�\MMQVO�Wٺ�MIKP�OZW]X�WN �OWTNMZ[�WV�[KPML]TM��<PM�[\IZ\MZ�
is the individual who gives you THE most important document on the golf  
course: the scorecard. The starter will usually say, “Please introduce yourself  
to your playing partners and exchange your scorecards.” After the scorecard 
M`KPIVOM��\PM�[\IZ\MZ�KITT[�aW]�\W�\PM�\MM�IVL�aW]�PQ\�aW]Z�ÅZ[\�[PW\�ZQOP\�
down the middle (see Figure 1). What a way to start the round!
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You may be wondering what I am describing 
in this scenario and how it relates to a scorecard. 
In this example, I am describing the exchange of  
scorecards that takes place between players before a 
golf  tournament. However, even if  you never play in 
a golf  tournament and just like to golf  for fun, a golf  
scorecard will still be an important part of  the round 
of  golf. Using what writing research calls pedagogical 
cultural-historical activity theory, or, P-CHAT, we will 
break down the genre of  a scorecard into much more 
detail and be able to understand the role of  scorecards 
on the golf  course.

P-CHAT! What Is It?

You may be wondering what P-CHAT even is and how it even relates to 
a scorecard. Before we jump into how a scorecard relates to P-CHAT, it 
is important to understand the basics. I had never head of  P-CHAT until 
my freshmen year of  college in English 101. In this class, I learned that 
P-CHAT is an acronym for pedagogical cultural-historical activity 
theory, and was created by the Illinois State University Writing Program 
to provide students like myself  with a way of  thinking about research and 
writing. Before analyzing the components that make a scorecard using the 
process called P-CHAT, I think it is important to understand the basics 
of  the process. If  you are unfamiliar with this P-CHAT term, you are not 
alone! I was introduced to P-CHAT not too long ago myself. It may seem 
TQSM�I�KWUXTQKI\ML�KWVKMX\�I\�ÅZ[\��_PQKP�Q\�Q[�J]\�I[�I�[\]LMV\�TQSM�aW]��1�KIV�
assure you that it is a very useful tool that has helped me improve my writing 
and analysis skills. Through lots of  practice and of  course some inevitable 
failure, I have become much more comfortable using this process and I know 
you will too! There are seven concepts associated with P-CHAT: reception, 
representation, socialization, production, ecology, distribution, and activity. 
These terms can be used to evaluate and understand how a complex genre 
works, as they help to trace aspects of  how the genre is produced, how it’s 
used, how it relates to other genres, and how it evolves over time, which can 
help you to gain a better understanding of  that genre. 

You may have noticed that I keep using the word ‘genre’ as I discuss 
[KWZMKIZL[�IVL�8�+0)<��)[�LMÅVML�Ja�*MZSMVSW\\MZ�IVL�0]KSQV���!!����
“genres are dynamic rhetorical forms that develop from responses to 
recurrent situations and serve to stabilize experience and give it coherence 

Figure 1: The starter and I at the 
IHSA State Golf  Tournament.
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and meaning” (479). There are so many types of  genres that surround us 
every day that we do not think of  as genres. Think back to the last time you 
looked at a menu? Did you think of  it as a genre? Probably not. I didn’t 
either, until a short time ago when I learned that basically everything around 
us is a genre. 

In the scenario above where I was describing the starter giving you a 
scorecard, that scorecard is a genre that is used to keep your score as well as 
other player’s scores if  you are in a tournament or competition. According 
to Golf  Distillery, “in its physical form, the scorecard is a rigid piece of  
paper that a golfer uses to keep track of  the number of  strokes taken on each 
hole, among other things” (Scorecard Terms). Although it may feel weird 
\W�KITT�I�[KWZMKIZL�I�OMVZM��I�[KWZMKIZL�Å\[�\PM�LMÅVQ\QWV�WN �I�OMVZM�\PI\�
I just discussed. If  you think about it, a golf  scorecard for the golfers at a 
OWTN �KW]Z[M�Q[�ZMITTa�VW�LQٺMZMV\�\PIV�I�UMV]�WZ�IVa�W\PMZ�OMVZM��?M�KIV�
XZWJIJTa�ITT�IOZMM�\PI\�I�UMV]�Q[�LMÅVQ\MTa�I�OMVZM�I[�Q\�KWV\IQV[�LQ[\QVK\�
conventions that tell the viewer that they are looking at a menu. For example, 
a menu includes the title of  the restaurant on the front as well as a list of  
sides, appetizers, entrees, drinks, desserts and more that the restaurant has to 
WٺMZ��1V�ILLQ\QWV�\W�\PQ[��I�LM[KZQX\QWV�WN �MIKP�LQ[P�UIa�JM�TQ[\ML�]VLMZVMI\P�
the name of  the dish, and prices are included next to the dish at most 
restaurants. We don’t have to think about all of  these features that make a 
menu a menu because we have grown accustomed to what a menu should 
TWWS�TQSM��)�OWTN �[KWZMKIZL�Q[�R][\�TQSM�\PQ[��)�[KWZMKIZL�KWV\IQV[�UIVa�[XMKQÅK�
features that let us know that it is a scorecard. The following section will 
M`XTWZM�\PM�[XMKQÅK�OMVZM�KWV^MV\QWV[�\PI\�UISM�I�[KWZMKIZL�ZMKWOVQbIJTM�I[�
a genre. 

The Genre of a Scorecard: Where Did It All Begin? 

Before we talk about the modern scorecard we use today and the genre 
conventions of  it, I think that it is important to discuss how this genre arose 
and why it has stood the test of  time and still exists today. If  you are at all 
familiar with professional or amateur golf, or any sport for that matter, think 
back to the day when score didn’t matter to the game. You probably will 
struggle to do that as score is a vital part of  any type of  game or sport. A 
competitive game requires scoring to determine a winner and a loser. How a 
OIUM�Q[�[KWZML�IVL�LWK]UMV\ML�UIa�LQٺMZ�IUWVO�OIUM[��J]\�\PM�]VLMZTaQVO�
reason for keeping score is the same. The game of  golf  is no exception to 
\PQ[��<PM�OWTN �[KWZMKIZL�ÅZ[\�JMOIV�I[�I�_Ia�\W�\ZIKS�M^MZaWVM¼[�QVLQ^QL]IT�
[KWZM�\W�LM\MZUQVM�\PM�_QVVMZ�WN �\PM�OIUM��-^MZ�[QVKM�\PM�ÅN\MMV\P�KMV\]Za�
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when the game of  golf  began, a scorecard has played a vital role in the game 
(The History of  Golf). Since golf  is very individualistic in nature, each player 
needed a way to track their own score. Individual scorecards played a vital 
role in achieving this purpose and still continue to play a very important 
role in the scoring process for the game. Although the process of  keeping 
[KWZM�QV�OWTN �UIa�TWWS�LQٺMZMV\�\PIV�W\PMZ�[XWZ\[��\PM�]VLMZTaQVO�ZMI[WV�Q[�
the same. The scorecard in golf  allows players to record their own scores 
after the completion of  each hole, and these scores are tallied at the end of  
\PM�ZW]VL�\W�IZZQ^M�I\�\PM�ÅVIT�[KWZM��

As someone who has transitioned from playing mostly leisure golf  to 
mostly competitive golf, I have experienced how the purpose and importance 
of  the scorecard changes depending on the circumstance I am in. For 
example, when I go out to play just for fun, I only keep my own score. This 
is probably the same for many of  you. However, this all changes when I am 
in a golf  tournament because now, I am responsible for not only keeping 
my own scorecard but also the scores of  my playing partners. However, 
LM[XQ\M�\PM�LQٺMZMVKM[�QV�\PM�MV^QZWVUMV\�JM\_MMV�I�TMQ[]ZM�OWTNMZ�IVL�I�
competition golfer where a scorecard is present, the scorecard still plays a 
similar role in the activity system of  a round of  game. In both cases, the 
golfer is responsible for understanding what is on a scorecard and utilizing 
\PM�QVNWZUI\QWV�XZW^QLML�QV�IV�IXXZWXZQI\M�_Ia�\W�UMM\�\PMQZ�[XMKQÅK�VMML[��
which in most cases is keeping score. Angela Sheets’ explains what an activity 
system is in her Grassroots Writing Research Journal article, Angela Rides 
the Bus. She says that “an activity system is all the people, texts, tools, and 
rules that work together to achieve a particular objective” (Sheets). So, when 
thinking about a round of  golf, a golf  scorecard would serve as text because 
it provides us with information to read. It also serves as a tool for our round 
of  golf  because it gives us course yardages, a course map, as well as pin 
locations in some instances that are vital to know when playing a round. On 
some scorecards, a few local course rules are also included so we can say that 
a scorecard also provides us a set of  rules for a round of  golf. 

 • Course yardages – a number on the top of  a scorecard that tells you how 
NIZ�\PM�KW]Z[M�Q[�XTIaQVO�QV�\W\IT�NZWU�LQٺMZMV\�\MM�UIZSMZ[

 • Course map – a small diagram of  each hole showing which way the hole 
goes and what you will come across throughout the hole (water, bunkers, 
hazards)

 • Pin locations – a small diagram of  each green with numbers on it 
indicating which areas of  the green the pin is located on for that day (the 
course will tell you which number the pins are playing for the day)
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Therefore, no matter if  I am playing a competitive round of  golf  in a 
tournament or just playing for fun on the weekends, a scorecard is a part of  
the activity system of  a round of  golf  for me and is one of  the many genres 
that is present and used as I navigate through my round of  golf. 

Now Let’s CHAT It Up a Bit.

Using the activity theory of  P-CHAT, we will begin to break down the genre 
of  the scorecard. First, the P-CHAT term production “deals with the 
means through which a text is produced” (“Key Terms & Concepts”). The 
production aspect of  the genre of  a scorecard dates way back to when the 
OIUM�ÅZ[\�JMOIV��)T\PW]OP�\PM�WZQOQVIT�[KWZMKIZL�Q[�VW\�PQOPTa�LWK]UMV\ML��
Q\�KIV�JM�XZM[]UML�\PI\�[KWZMKIZL[�_M�PI^M�\WLIa�TWWS�Y]Q\M�I�JQ\�LQٺMZMV\�
considering the resources we have available to make and design the 
[KWZMKIZL[��-^MV�[KWZMKIZL[�\PI\�IZM�][ML�\WLIa�I\�LQٺMZMV\�OWTN �KW]Z[M[�^IZa�
dramatically in terms of  layout, design, and color. There is an entire industry 
that focuses on creating scorecards for golf  courses. 

A scorecard may not seem like a big deal to a round of  golf, but in reality, 
a scorecard is a very “integral component of  the round” as “anyone who 
plays [the] course will look at it at least eighteen times, actively engaging with 
Q\�I[�\PMa�ÅTT�QV�\PMQZ�[KWZM[º��4I^WQM���<PMZM�IZM�[\IVLIZL�KWUXWVMV\[�\PI\�
every scorecard will have. These standard components are what make up 
the conventions for the genre, ultimately making the scorecard what it is. As 
stated by the ISU Writing Program, “genre conventions or genre features describe 
all the things a writer could discover (and discuss) about a particular genre 
that makes us recognize it as, well, what it is” (“Key Terms & Concepts”) A 
scorecard’s size is one of  the biggest indicators of  what genre the document 
belongs to. A basic scorecard is usually about six inches tall and eight inches 
wide when fully opened up. This does not speak for all scorecards, but in 
general, a scorecard is smaller than a piece of  notebook paper in size and is 
folded at least one time. Inside the card, it is up to the course to decide where 
the hole number, length of  various tee boxes for each hole, the par for each 
hole, and the slope and rating for each tee box is placed on the card. 

There is also additional information that is included on some scorecards 
depending on the course’s preference. For example, some courses include a 
small map of  every hole on the course. This provides golfers with an idea of  
where the hole is going, especially since it is very likely that one will not be 
able to see the green from the tee box. In golf, the green is the destination of  
where the hole is located. A golfer is trying to get their ball into the hole on 
\PM�OZMMV�WV�MIKP�WN �\PM�MQOP\MMV�PWTM[��)�\MM�JW`�Q[�_PMZM�I�OWTNMZ�\MM[�Wٺ�
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to begin each hole. Also, some scorecards include a section on special local 
Z]TM[�\PI\�IZM�[XMKQÅK�\W�\PI\�KW]Z[M��-IKP�OWTN �KW]Z[M�PI[�\PM�WXXWZ\]VQ\a�
to make their scorecard unique by adding various features that they think 
will be useful to the golfers, but still follow the basic genre conventions of  a 
scorecard in the process.

How Does a Scorecard Work? 

The P-CHAT term activity is another important aspect for a scorecard. 
The activity of  a scorecard deals with how a scorecard is used. Figure Six 
shows an image of  the scorecard for the Illinois State University golf  course 
called Weibring. Being on the ISU Women’s Golf  Team, I use this scorecard 
on regular basis and am very familiar with the information on it. However, 
this is not the case for all people, so I think that it is important to discuss 
aspects of  the scorecard that people use. 

<PM�ÅZ[\�\PQVO�\PI\�KI\KPM[�UW[\�XMWXTM¼[�I\\MV\QWV�Q[�\PM�VIUM�WN �\PM�
golf  course on the front. This is simply a handy reminder of  the course 
name if  it is not a course you play regularly. The next thing that people will 
][]ITTa�LW��1�IU�[XMISQVO�JI[ML�Wٺ�Ua�IV\MKMLMV\�SVW_TMLOM��Q[�WXMV�]X�
the scorecard to review the course yardages to determine what tees to play 
for the day. For most people, tee yardages are some of  the most important 
V]UJMZ[�WV�\PM�KIZL�I[�\PMa�_QTT�LM\MZUQVM�PW_�NIZ�JIKS�aW]�PI^M�\W�\MM�Wٺ�
from on every hole. In addition to the yardage, people will usually look at the 
XIZ�WN �\PM�PWTM�JMNWZM�\MMQVO�Wٺ�M^MZa��<PM�XIZ�WN �\PM�PWTM�Q[�QUXWZ\IV\�NWZ�
XMWXTM�\W�SVW_�PW_�UIVa�[PW\[�Q\�[PW]TL�\ISM�\W�ÅVQ[P�I�PWTM��1N �I�[KWZMKIZL�
says the hole is a three- par, that means that if  the golfer takes three shots to 
ÅVQ[P�\PM�PWTM��\PMa�KWUM�W]\�M^MV��WZ�¹I\�XIZ�º�)VL�QV�OWTN��I�TW_MZ�[KWZM�
is better, so each golfer is trying to use as few shots as possible to make it to 
\PM�OZMMV��;W�Q\�UISM[�I�JQO�LQٺMZMVKM�_PM\PMZ�\PM�XIZ�NWZ�\PM�PWTM�Q[�I�[KWZM�
WN �\PZMM��NW]Z��WZ�Å^M�_PMV�I�OWTNMZ�UISM[�I�LMKQ[QWV	�)OIQV��\PQ[�^IZQM[�Ja�
player experience, but in general, the par of  the hole is the goal score that is 
in mind for each hole. 

The last part of  the scorecard that is generally used in most 
circumstances is all of  the blank boxes in the middle of  the scorecard. You 
may be wondering why there are so many boxes necessary when there is only 
one score to write down for each hole. This idea comes back to the P-CHAT 
term reception. For me, I see all of  these boxes as space for me to keep my 
stats for each hole. I like to make checkmarks in the boxes to keep track of  
the fairways and greens I hit as well as the number of  putts I have on each 
hole. For other people, these boxes may provide them room to keep tally 
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UIZS[�\W�KW]V\�\PMQZ�[PW\[�WZ�I[�I�XTIKM�\W�_ZQ\M�LQٺMZMV\�VW\M[�IJW]\�MIKP�
hole or shot. The way these boxes are used solely depends on what each 
person thinks is the best use of  space for their situation. 

As you can see from the image of  the scorecard (Figure 2), there is tons 
WN �JW`M[�\W�ÅTT�W]\�WV�I�[KWZMKIZL��0W_M^MZ��VW\�M^MZaWVM�_QTT�][M�ITT�WN �\PM�
blanks every time they use a scorecard. A person’s ecology will determine 
what parts of  the scorecard they will use each time. Ecology consists of  the 
W]\[QLM�NIK\WZ[�\PI\�M`Q[\�\PI\�IٺMK\�\PM�\M`\�L]ZQVO�\PM�XZWL]K\QWV�[\IOM[�
I[�_MTT�I[�IٺMK\�PW_�\PM�[KWZMKIZL�Q[�][ML��¹3Ma�<MZU[���+WVKMX\[º���.WZ�
example, if  a person is just playing for fun and keeping score for their own 
JMVMÅ\��\PM�;KWZMZ�IVL�)\\M[\�JTIVS[�I\�\PM�JW\\WU�WN �\PM�[KWZMKIZL�_QTT�VW\�
be used as these blanks are meant to be signed to verify that the score on the 
scorecard is correct only in a competitive setting. 

Also, on the upper right-hand corner of  the scorecard, there are two 
small columns called “Hcp and “Net.” These columns are also not used by 
everyone every time a scorecard is used. The two columns are only used 
when people are playing in a competitive environment, usually in a scramble 
or group event, where the tournament organizer wants to level the playing 
ÅMTL�NWZ�M^MZaWVM��)�XMZ[WV¼[�PIVLQKIX��_PQKP�Q[�I�XT][�WZ�UQV][�V]UJMZ�
based on one’s stroke average, works hand in hand to determine one’s net 

Figure 2: Annotated ISU Weibring Golf  Course Scorecard.
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[KWZM��_PQKP�I� [KWZM� \PI\�PI[� [PW\[�LML]K\ML�Wٺ� \PM�XMZ[WV¼[�OZW[[� [KWZM�
(actual number of  shots a person took) based on their handicap. As you can 
see, these two columns require a special situation to be used and are not used 
all the time. To be honest, I have never noticed these two columns before 
since my ecology has never forced me to become familiar with this area of  
the scorecard. This is very common with a scorecard because it can be used 
QV�[W�UIVa�LQٺMZMV\�_Ia[�LMXMVLQVO�WV�\PM�MV^QZWVUMV\�QV�_PQKP�Q\�Q[�JMQVO�
utilized. 

To give a unique example of  how ecology matters, during practice one 
day with the ISU Woman’s Golf  Team, my scorecard consisted of  only 
checks and Xs and no numbers on it. Since our team was only working on 
[PWZ\�OIUM�\PI\�LIa��\PM�[KWZMKIZL�_I[�][ML�QV�I�KWUXTM\MTa�LQٺMZMV\�_Ia��
<PQVO[�TQSM�\PQ[�PIXXMV�ITT�WN �\PM�\QUM�_Q\P�OMVZM[�I[�XMWXTM�_QTT�ÅVL�^IZQW][�
ways to utilize genres that are not necessarily the genre’s intended purpose.

The Changing Scorecard: A Scorecard’s Genre Trajectory

Now that we understand some of  the basic genre conventions of  the 
scorecard and how a scorecard is used, it is important to look at how 
these genre conventions have changed over the years. Although the genre 
of  the golf  scorecard does still exist today, the trajectory of  this genre has 
changed over time. According to ISU Writing, the term genre trajectory 
“means both how a text moves through a process of  production, but even 
more importantly how texts move through institutions and spaces and in 
ZMTI\QWV[PQX[�IUWVO�LQٺMZMV\�XMWXTMº�IVL�\W�\PM�¹KPIVOM[�\PI\�WKK]Z�QV�I�
genre as it gets used over time.” That being said, if  we look at a scorecard 
in Figure 3 from many years ago and compare it to a modern scorecard in 
Figure 4, we will still see many similarities but also many examples of  how 
the genre has evolved over the years. 

If  we look at a scorecard from the 1930s compared to the scorecards 
we use today, we can see that genre conventions for a scorecard have not 
changed much over the years. The earlier scorecards were usually formatted 
in a vertical arrangement instead of  a horizontal arrangement like we have 
today, but much of  the information is still same. However, it is evident based 
on the scorecards we use today that the trajectory of  the genre has expanded. 

For example, today it is not uncommon to see a lot of  advertisements on 
scorecards. Businesses are beginning to see scorecards as another opportunity 
to communicate their message to the public. Most golfers who are using the 
scorecard with all of  these ads don’t have a positive reception toward the ads 
because it takes up space they could be using on the scorecard. On the other 
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hand, golfers who may not be familiar with the area the golf  course is in 
UIa�PI^M�I�XW[Q\Q^M�ZMKMX\QWV�\W�\PM�IL[�[QVKM�Q\�UIa�PMTX�\PMU�ÅVL�I�OWWL�
restaurant to eat at after their round! Nevertheless, having advertisements 
are seen as a norm in our day in age and golfers are adapting to seeing ads 
on their scorecards. 

Continuing with the discussion of  genre trajectory, even the traditional 
word “scorecard” has expanded into multiple meanings. In addition to the 
traditional paper card, there is what is called a digital scorecard. In terms of  
XZWL]K\QWV��VW\�ITT�LQOQ\IT�[KWZMKIZL[�VMKM[[IZQTa�Å\�\PM�[\IVLIZL�KWV^MV\QWV[�
WN �I�[KWZMKIZL�I[�LQٺMZMV\�\aXM[�WN �LQOQ\IT�[KWZMKIZL[�[MZ^M�LQٺMZMV\�ZWTM[�
in the activity system of  golf. A digital tournament scorecard is often used 
QV�IV�WVTQVM�[M\\QVO�\W�ZMÆMK\�WVM¼[�[KWZM� �PWTM�Ja�PWTM�� \W�^QM_MZ[�WN �\PM�
tournament. This is what is called live scoring in a tournament setting where 
outside viewers are able to see the score of  a golfer on each hole in real time 
without actually being at the tournament. This type of  scorecard strictly 
contains the hole number and yardage as the golfer playing the round of  
golf  does not see this scorecard, so no additional information is needed. 

It is also common for golfers to track their scores digitally on a digital 
scorecard on an app instead of  on a physical scorecard. This allows golfers 
to keep track of  all their stats without having to keep track of  a piece of  

Figure 3: 1937 Master’s Scorecard. 
(greenjacketauctions.com/bids/
bidplace?itemid=21018pro).

Figure 4: Whispering Pines CC Scorecard.  
(chronogolf.com/blog/golf-scorecarddesign-best-practices).
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paper over time. Although a physical scorecard is still used in competitive 
tournaments to keep score most competitive golfers have an online resource 
they also use to track their score, as well as many other stats to see what areas 
of  their game they need to work on. As a competitive golfer, this process is 
something I work through for every round of  golf  I play. During the round, 
1�_QTT�PI^M�\PM�WٻKQIT�[KWZMKIZL�_PMZM�1�SMMX�I�[XMKQÅK�XMZ[WV¼[�[KWZM�I[�_MTT�
I[�Ua�W_V��1�_QTT�IT[W�PI^M�I�[\I\�[PMM\�\PI\�1�ÅTT�W]\�IN\MZ�\PM�KWUXTM\QWV�WN �
each hole. The stat sheet is something that the ISU Women’s Golf  Team 
does as well as other college golf  teams to keep stats. However, it is also not 
uncommon to see other teams keeping their stats on a blank scorecard. It is 
all up to what the coach wants their players to do. Either way, competitive 
golfers are not permitted to use their cell phones or any other digital devices 
during the round so a digital scorecard is not an option. For a leisure golfer, 
they have the freedom to choose between a physical scorecard or a digital 
one, if  they have a golf  app with scoring capabilities. 

As more people abandon the traditional physical scorecard, it is quite 
possible that they may be less prevalent in the golf  world in the future. As 
technology continues to become an even stronger force in our society, the 
genre of  scorecards is changing as well. Of  course, this is not absolute, but 
as our society continues to advance in technology, it is very possible that the 
production aspects of  a scorecard will also continue to change, and that the 
trajectory of  this genre will continue to expand in other ways.

Back to the Definition

After analyzing scorecards and examining the expanding trajectory of  this 
genre, it is important to come back to one other important element of  the 
LMÅVQ\QWV�WN �[KWZMKIZL[��AW]�UIa�PI^M�VW\QKML�\PI\�QV�\PM�LMÅVQ\QWV�WN �I�

Figure 5: Patrick Reed’s Digital Scorecard from the 2018 Master’s 
Tournament (https://progolfnow.com/2015/07/23/patrick-reed-in 

-the-mix-at-the-omega-european-masters/).
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scorecard that was mentioned earlier in the article, Golf  Distillery includes 
the words “among other things.” I am guessing that most of  you probably 
didn’t think much of  anything when hearing those words and probably 
disregarded it. That is because your previous knowledge of  scorecards is a bit 
LQٺMZMV\�\PIV�UQVM��4QSM�UIVa�W\PMZ�OMVZM[��I�[KWZMKIZL�Q[�[WUM\PQVO�\PI\�
Q[�TWWSML�I\�Ja�UIVa�LQٺMZMV\�XMWXTM��_Q\P�LQٺMZMV\�IV\MKMLMV\�SVW_TMLOM�
for this genre. According to the ISU Writing Program website, antecedent 
knowledge is “a term we use to describe all the things a writer already knows 
that can come into play when a writer takes up any kind of  writing.” In the 
genre of  a scorecard, the golfer is the writer, and the kind of  writing (genre) 
is a scorecard. So, if  you have never really been exposed to a scorecard, you 
don’t have much antecedent knowledge of  this genre. You don’t have a lot of  
XI[\�SVW_TMLOM�IJW]\�I�[KWZMKIZL�\PI\�aW]�KIV�][M�\W�PMTX�aW]�ZMIL�IVL�ÅTT�
out a scorecard right now. For people like myself, however, who have been 
frequently exposed to scorecards, I have gained a lot of  antecedent knowledge 
about this genre that I use to help me write my score and other information 
on my scorecard. So, when I am given a scorecard, my antecedent knowledge 
of  scorecards comes into play and impacts what I write on my scorecard. 

<PI\�JMQVO� [IQL�� \PM[M�¹W\PMZ� \PQVO[º� QV� \PM�LMÅVQ\QWV�WN � [KWZMKIZL�
are the many other things that people are able to write on a scorecard in 
addition to just their score. Having quite a bit of  experience with scorecards, 
I have quite a few ideas that come to mind when I hear those words in the 
LMÅVQ\QWV��.QO]ZM���Q[�M`IUXTM�WN �Ua�¹IUWVO�W\PMZ�\PQVO[º�\PI\�1�QVKT]LM�WV�
my scorecard. I take many detailed notes about what happens in my round, 

Figure 6: These are the “other things” that I keep track of  on my scorecard. These 
details provide me with the ability to break down my round and are essential to 

help me to recognize where I need to make improvements to my game.
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in addition to simply keeping score. These small details that I track allow 
me to analyze my golf  round in great depth and to see what areas of  my 
game need improvement. I like to use many of  the boxes on the scorecard to 
write whether or not I hit the green on a hole or if  I was successful in hitting 
the fairway of  the tee. I also included approach distances and putt lengths 
on this particular scorecard. However, I do not always include that distance 
QVNWZUI\QWV�JMKI][M�QV�[WUM�QV[\IVKM[��Ua�OWTN �KWIKP�OQ^M[�UM�I�LQٺMZMV\�
LWK]UMV\� \W� \ZIKS� \PI\� QVNWZUI\QWV� \PI\� Q[�][ML� NWZ�I�LQٺMZMV\�X]ZXW[M��
<PMZMNWZM��\PM�KQZK]U[\IVKM�UISM[�I�LQٺMZMVKM�_PI\�¹W\PMZ�\PQVO[º�\PI\�1�
include on my scorecard. 

Your Uptake of This Genre

At this point, you may be completely overwhelmed and confused by this 
genre. You are probably wondering why in the world I wrote so much on my 
scorecard and how I ever learned to do that. I can guarantee you that you 
are not alone, as even I was thinking the same thing earlier on in my golf  
journey. I didn’t always write all of  this information on my scorecard and 
have learned to do so over time as my golf  game as progressed. What I now 
write on my scorecard and how I utilize the information on the scorecard is a 
result of  my uptake and my reception of  the genre. 

That being said, my reception, or how I perceive the genre of  a 
scorecard, may be much different than someone who may be seeing a 
[KWZMKIZL�NWZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM�\WLIa�JMKI][M�WN �Ua�IV\MKMLMV\�SVW_TMLOM��.WZ�
example, since I use the genre of  a scorecard almost every day, I am no longer 
overwhelmed by all of  the information on a scorecard and have learned how 
to use this information to help me. Today, my reception of  scorecards is that 
they are a simple tool for me to use on the golf  course. But, for those of  
aW]�_PW�UIa�JM�[MMQVO�[KWZMKIZL[�NWZ�\PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM�\WLIa��aW]Z�ZMKMX\QWV�WN �
[KWZMKIZL[�UIa�JM�U]KP�LQٺMZMV\�IVL�\PI\�Q[�WSIa��

Reception is not something that doesn’t ever change. Our reception 
toward a genre is something that may change with each new experience 
or encounter with the genre. Speaking from personal experience, I can 
ZMUMUJMZ�_PMV�1�_I[�ÅZ[\� QV\ZWL]KML�\W� \PM�OMVZM�WN � [KWZMKIZL[�� 1�_I[�
overwhelmed and confused, to say the least. However, as I continued to 
JM�M`XW[ML�\W�[KWZMKIZL[�QV�I�^IZQM\a�WN �LQٺMZMV\�[M\\QVO[��1�OIQVML�TW\[�WN �
antecedent knowledge by seeing what other golfers did and trying to make 
sense of  it. This is what writers call uptake. As I was being exposed to 
scorecards, I was thinking about what I was seeing other people and how 
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other people wrote on their scorecard and then applying this to how I did my 
scorecards. With practice and exposure, I have grown accustomed to reading 
W\PMZ�KW]Z[M[¼�[KWZMKIZL[�IVL�ÅO]ZQVO�PW_�\W�][M�\PM�QVNWZUI\QWV�WV�\PM�
KIZL�\W�Ua�IL^IV\IOM��1V�ILLQ\QWV��1�PI^M�OIQVML�\PM�KWVÅLMVKM�\W�][M�\PM�
scorecard in a way that I have found that helps me, which in my case is 
PI^QVO�I�TW\�WN �_ZQ\QVO�WV�\PM�[KWZMKIZL��<PQ[�UIa�JM�LQٺMZMV\�NZWU�_PI\�
W\PMZ�XMWXTM�LW�J]\�\PI\�Q[�ÅVM�JMKI][M�M^MZaWVM�[MM[�\PQVO[�QV�I�LQٺMZMV\�
_Ia�IVL�PI[�I�LQٺMZMV\�ZMKMX\QWV�WN �\PM�OMVZM��<PQ[�[IUM�KWVKMX\�IXXTQM[�
\W�ITT�OMVZM[�IVL�VW\�R][\�[KWZMKIZL[��-^MZaWVM�PI[�LQٺMZMV\�JIKSOZW]VL[�
IVL�IV\MKMLMV\�SVW_TMLOM�QV�LQٺMZMV\�OMVZM[��_PQKP�]T\QUI\MTa�[PIXM[�\PMQZ�
reception of  a genre. 

A Life Full of Genres

If  at this point you are still feeling a bit overwhelmed with all of  this P-CHAT 
and genre discussion, it is important to realize that a feeling like this is 
completely normal. As I said before, I was very overwhelmed and confused 
_PMV�1�ÅZ[\�_I[�M`XW[ML�\W�\PM�OMVZM�WN �I�[KWZMKIZL��1N �aW]�\PQVS�IJW]\�Q\��
_Pa�_W]TLV¼\�1�JM'�1\�_I[�\PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM�JMQVO�M`XW[ML�\W�I�OMVZM�\PI\�1�PIL�
no antecedent knowledge in. 

The same idea applies to all genres. Almost every genre can seem simple 
NZWU�\PM�W]\[QLM��J]\�WVM�Y]QKSTa�KIV�ÅVL�W]\�\PI\�\PQ[�Q[�VW\�\PM�KI[M�_PMV�
\PMa�LQ^M�I�TQ\\TM�LMMXMZ�QV\W�\PM�OMVZM��.WZ�M`IUXTM��\PQ[�Q[�\PM�ÅZ[\�\QUM�1�PI^M�
ever analyzed a scorecard in this way before. It amazes me how complex this 
genre is in reality and how much information is actually contained on such a 
small piece of  paper. Since I use scorecards all of  the time, I normally don’t 
stress too much over seeing and using a scorecard. However, as I analyze the 
genre of  scorecards through a whole new lens using the theory of  P-CHAT, I 
have become much more aware of  what I know about this genre (antecedent 
knowledge and uptake) and why I see this genre the way I do (reception). 

?Q\P�\PQ[�JMQVO�[IQL��Q\�UIa�[MMU�[KIZa�I\�ÅZ[\�\W�KWVNZWV\�OMVZM[�PMIL�
on, but there is nothing to be afraid as you experience and come in contact 
with all types of  genres in your life. You have been exposed to new genres 
for your entire life. You probably didn’t associate the term “genre” with 
them, but it is important to be aware that genres are everywhere around you. 
The P-CHAT concepts give you the tools you need to conquer any genre 
you encounter. It takes some practice with working with these concepts, but 
before you know it, you will be able to break down complex genres and to 
jump out of  the box as you think about all of  the aspects related to the genre, 
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ultimately allowing you to get a comprehensive understanding and analysis 
of  any genre that you encounter. 
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